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A comprehensive collection of results on longitudinal double-spin asymmetries is presented for
charged pions and kaons produced in semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering of electrons and
positrons on the proton and deuteron, based on the full HERMES data set. The dependence of
the asymmetries on hadron transverse momentum and azimuthal angle extends the sensitivity to
the flavor structure of the nucleon beyond the distribution functions accessible in the collinear
framework. No strong dependence on those variables is observed. In addition, the hadron charge-
difference asymmetry is presented, which under certain model assumptions provides access to the
helicity distributions of valence quarks.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Measurements of deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) with
both beam and target longitudinally polarized have pro-
vided access to the polarization-dependent structure of
the nucleon (e.g., Table I of Ref. [1]). Semi-inclusive DIS,
in which an identified final-state hadron is observed in
conjunction with the scattered lepton, have provided en-
hanced sensitivity through the fragmentation process to
quark flavor and hence to individual parton distributions
[2–11]. Until recently (e.g., Refs. [12, 13]), interpreta-
tion of these measurements was largely carried out within
a collinear approximation, one for which the effects of
transverse components of parton motion are assumed to
be negligible. While yielding substantial knowledge on
the longitudinal momentum and polarization structure
of the nucleon, such interpretation excludes the rich phe-
nomenology of transverse-momentum dependent (TMD)
parton distribution and fragmentation functions [14, 15].
In particular, in the limit of small hadron transverse mo-
mentum semi-inclusive DIS is sensitive to intrinsic trans-
verse momentum [16]. A detailed theoretical picture has
been developed, providing a framework for which semi-
inclusive DIS measurements in any configuration of beam
and target polarization are related to various combina-
tions of distribution and fragmentation functions [14, 15].
If terms that depend on transverse nucleon polariza-
tion are neglected, the complete model-independent de-
composition of the semi-inclusive DIS cross section in the
one-photon–exchange approximation can be expressed in
terms of moments of azimuthal modulations [15],
dσh
dxdy dz dP 2h⊥ dφ
=
2piα2
xyQ2
y2
2(1− )
(
1 +
γ2
2x
)
{
FhUU,T + F
h
UU,L + λΛ
√
1− 2FhLL
+
√
2
[
λ
√
1−  Fh,sinφLU + Λ
√
1 +  Fh,sinφUL
]
sinφ
+
√
2
[
λΛ
√
1−  Fh,cosφLL +
√
1 +  Fh,cosφUU
]
cosφ
+Λ Fh,sin 2φUL sin 2φ+  F
h,cos 2φ
UU cos 2φ
}
. (1)
The variables Q2, y, and x are the negative squared
four-momentum of the virtual photon, the fraction of
beam energy carried by the virtual photon in the tar-
get rest frame, and the Bjorken scaling variable, respec-
tively. Here, x = Q2/(2Mν) with M the mass of the
proton and ν the energy of the virtual photon in the tar-
get rest frame. These variables are determined from the
momentum and angle of the scattered lepton. The angle
φ is the azimuthal angle of the hadron momentum vec-
tor Ph about the virtual-photon direction with respect
to the lepton-scattering plane as depicted in Fig. 1 and
defined, e.g., in Ref. [17]. The Fh,modXY,Z of Eq. (1) rep-
resent structure functions whose subscripts denote the
polarization of the beam, of the target (with respect
to the virtual-photon direction), and—if applicable—of
FIG. 1. Following the Trento conventions [17], φ is defined
to be the angle between the lepton scattering plane and the
plane defined by the virtual-photon momentum q ≡ l′−l (the
difference of the momenta of the outgoing and incoming lep-
ton) and Ph, the momentum vector of the observed hadron.
S is the spin vector of the nucleon (polarized along the di-
rection of the incoming lepton), while S⊥ is its component
perpendicular to the virtual-photon direction.
the virtual photon. The superscript indicates the depen-
dence on the hadron type and the azimuthal modulation
parametrized. Each of these structure functions is a func-
tion of x, Q2, z, and Ph⊥, where z is the fraction of the
virtual-photon energy carried by the observed final-state
hadron (in the target rest frame), while Ph⊥ is the magni-
tude of the hadron momentum component transverse to
the virtual-photon direction. The helicity of the nucleon
in the center-of-mass system of the virtual photon and
the nucleon is denoted as Λ, while λ represents the he-
licity of the beam lepton. Furthermore, the “photon po-
larization parameter”  =
1−y− 14 γ2 y2
1−y+ 14 y2 (γ2+2)
is the ratio of
longitudinal-to-transverse photon flux, where γ = Q/ν,
and α is the fine-structure constant.
In order to probe the polarization-dependent structure
of the nucleon with minimal experimental systematic un-
certainties, spin asymmetries are typically measured in-
stead of cross sections. Ideally, cross sections are com-
pared in all combinations of 100% polarized beams (with
respect to beam direction) and targets (with respect to
virtual-photon direction) to form [18]
AhLL ≡
σh+− − σh++ + σh−+ − σh−−
σh+− + σh++ + σh−+ + σh−−
. (2)
Here, σhλΛ denotes the cross section in a given configura-
tion of equal and opposite beam and target helicities. In
a typical experimental situation of incomplete polariza-
tions of beam and target, the degrees of polarization of
the beam and target must be divided out.
The Ph⊥ dependence of semi-inclusive asymmetries is
sensitive to the transverse-momentum contributions from
both the partonic structure of the nucleon and the frag-
mentation process through which final-state hadrons are
produced. Transverse-momentum distributions have in
recent years become topics of great interest. The focus
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has been primarily on their relationship to transverse-
spin asymmetries. However, even for unpolarized or
longindually polarized beam/target, the Ph⊥ dependence
has been shown to be sensitive to various sources of trans-
verse momentum in the nucleon [19–21].
In the limit of small hadron transverse momen-
tum (Ph⊥  zQ), the various contributions to
AhLL(x,Q
2, z, Ph⊥, φ) can be expressed in terms of con-
volutions of TMD distribution with fragmentation func-
tions. The azimuthally uniform AhLL(x,Q
2, z, Ph⊥) en-
ters with a single leading-twist contribution:
FhLL ∝
∑
q
e2q
[
gq1L(x, p
2
T )⊗W1 Dq→h1 (z, k2T )
]
. (3)
Here, “⊗W1” represents a convolution of the distribution
and fragmentation functions over the intrinsic transverse
momentum pT of the parton q (with fractional charge
eq) and the transverse-momentum contribution kT from
the fragmentation process with a kinematic “weight”W1.
The functionW1 [andW2 from Eq. (4)] is given explicitly,
e.g., in Ref. [15]. In the collinear limit, FhLL reduces to the
well-known product of the collinear helicity distribution
gq1(x) and the collinear fragmentation functionD
q→h
1 (z).
1
While there are no possible azimuthal moments at
leading twist, cosine modulations are potentially present
at twist-three level, i.e., suppressed by a single power
of M/Q. Taking the Wandzura–Wilczek approximation
(neglecting interaction-dependent terms, which depend
on quark-gluon-quark correlators, and neglecting terms
linear in quark masses) [23], the following expression re-
mains:
Fh,cosφLL ∝
M
Q
∑
q
e2q
[
gq1L(x, p
2
T )⊗W2 Dq→h1 (z, k2T )
]
.
(4)
This combination of distribution and fragmentation func-
tions was studied, e.g., in Ref. [24], and is sometimes re-
ferred to as the “polarized Cahn effect”, which combines
transverse momentum of longitudinally polarized partons
inside the target nucleon with transverse momentum pro-
duced in the fragmentation process.
The unpolarized denominator of Eq. (2) has been ex-
tensively studied. Kinematic dependences of its az-
imuthal modulations, which include contributions aris-
ing from, e.g., the Boer–Mulders [25] and Cahn [26–28]
effects, have been explored thoroughly in Refs. [29–31].
In general, the use of Eq. (2) to extract information
on the nucleon spin structure in terms of parton distri-
butions requires knowledge of the hadronization process.
The advantage of such information is a more detailed sen-
sitivity to the various quark flavors than that of purely
inclusive DIS.
1 The additional but suppressed contribution related to the g2
structure function is neglected here due to the smallness of g2
(e.g., Ref. [22]).
The hadron charge-difference double-spin asymmetry
provides additional spin-structure information and is
not trivially constructible from the simple semi-inclusive
asymmetries. Under certain symmetry assumptions for
fragmentation functions (cf. Sec. III D) charge-difference
asymmetries provide a direct extraction of valence-quark
polarizations [32].
It is the primary goal of this article to present the kine-
matic dependences of hadron-tagged longitudinal double-
spin asymmetries as completely as possible with the avail-
able data. In comparison to the analysis of the HERMES
unpolarized data presented in Ref. [29], the size of the
data presented here did not allow for a complete five-
dimensional kinematic unfolding of the data. Decisions
were made about the best possible kinematic projections
of these data, within the constraints of the theoretical
framework described above and with the goal of provid-
ing the maximum possible access to physics of interest.
For the purpose of discussion and comparison some as-
sumptions will be made in the analysis, but the lepton-
nucleon asymmetry Ah‖ [cf. Eq. (5)] should be taken to
be the primary model-independent observable and is pro-
vided in the data tables in all cases. This asymmetry
differs from AhLL only in the direction in which the nu-
cleon polarization is measured, either with respect to the
beam for the former, or with respect to the virtual photon
for the latter. Because of this, Ah‖ contains a relatively
small, but non-vanishing component of AhLT [18].
2 More
significantly, in order to relate Ah‖ to the virtual-photon–
nucleon asymmetry Ah1 [cf. Eq. (6)], a parameterization
of the longitudinal-to-transverse photoabsorption cross-
section ratio R = σL/σT must be assumed. To date,
this quantity has only been measured in inclusive DIS.
However, in semi-inclusive DIS this ratio might depend
strongly on the hadron kinematics, in particular on Ph⊥.
II. MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS
A. HERMES experiment and analysis formalism
The data were collected using the HERMES spectrom-
eter [33] at the HERA storage ring during the 1996–2000
running period. A longitudinally polarized lepton (elec-
tron or positron) beam with a momentum of 27.6 GeV
was scattered off a longitudinally polarized atomic hy-
drogen or deuterium gas target. The sign of the target
polarization was randomly chosen each 60 s for hydro-
gen and 90 s for deuterium, providing yields in both spin
2 The polarization component transverse to the virtual-photon di-
rection (see Fig. 1) is proportional to sin θγ∗ , where θγ∗ is the
angle between the incoming lepton momentum and the virtual-
photon direction. This transverse component is 10%-15% of the
target polarization in typical HERMES kinematics, but can reach
20% for the largest x values covered in this experiment.
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TABLE I. Experimental configurations by year of longitudi-
nally polarized beam and target data taking. The varieties
of hadrons identified and the hadron-momentum range are
determined by the particle-identification systems available at
the time. A threshold Cherenkov counter was used during the
hydrogen data-taking period and a ring-imaging Cherenkov
detector was used throughout the deuterium running period.
Beam Target Hadron Hadron Momentum
Year Type Gas Type Ph
1996 e+ H pi± 4–13.8 GeV
1997 e+ H pi± 4–13.8 GeV
1998 e− D pi±,K± 2–15 GeV
1999 e+ D pi±,K± 2–15 GeV
2000 e+ D pi±,K± 2–15 GeV
states while controlling systematic uncertainties. The ex-
perimental configurations by year are summarized in Ta-
ble I. Typical values for the beam (target) polarization
are around 53% (84%).
The asymmetries are computed using basically the
same data set and procedure presented in prior HERMES
publications on longitudinal double-spin asymmetries [3–
5, 34]; differences from previous analyses are discussed
below. The lepton-nucleon asymmetry is
Ah‖ ≡
Chφ
fD
[
L⇒Nh − LNh⇒
LP,⇒Nh + LP,N
h
⇒
]
B
. (5)
Here, Nh⇒() represents the hadron yield containing
events that meet the kinematic requirements summa-
rized in Table II, and L⇒() and LP,⇒() represent
the luminosity and polarization-weighted luminosity in
the parallel (antiparallel) experimental beam/target he-
licity configuration.3 The square brackets, [ ]B, indicate
that the enclosed quantity is corrected to Born level,
i.e., unfolded for radiative and detector smearing, using
Born and smeared Monte Carlo simulations according to
the essentially model-independent procedure described in
Ref. [5]. The unfolding is carried out in the same di-
mension used to present the data (see also Section III
and Table III). The factor fD represents the dilution of
the polarization of the nucleon with respect to that of
the nucleus and is explained in Section II B 1. Finally,
Chφ is a correction that compensates for any distortion
caused by the convolution of the azimuthal moments of
the polarization-independent cross section with the non-
uniform detector acceptance, which is described in more
detail in Section II B 6.
3 Note that if experimental polarizations are not alternated so that
the average polarization of both beam and target samples are
zero, terms in Eq. (1) with a single “U” in the subscript do not
vanish, a priori, from both the numerator and denominator of
the ratio. In contrast, Eq. (2), i.e., the combination of all four
target- and beam-helicity states, leaves only the sum of terms
from Eq. (1) with the “LL” subscript divided by the sum of
terms with the “UU” subscript.
TABLE II. Inclusive and semi-inclusive kinematic require-
ments (value in parentheses is the limit for the extended range
discussed in Section II B 2). Here, Feynman-x (xF ) is defined
as the ratio of the hadron’s longitudinal momentum compo-
nent in the virtual-photon–nucleon center-of-mass system to
its maximal possible value.
Kinematic Requirements
Q2 > 1.0 GeV2
W 2 > 10 GeV2
y < 0.85
(0.1) 0.2 < z < 0.8
xF > 0.1
The virtual-photon–nucleon asymmetry Ah1 is defined
as
Ah1 ≡
σh1/2 − σh3/2
σh1/2 + σ
h
3/2
, (6)
where σh1/2 (σ
h
3/2) is the photoabsorption cross section for
photons for which the spin is antiparallel (parallel) to the
target-nucleon spin. Ah1 is computed from A
h
‖ as
Ah1 =
1
D(1 + ηγ)
Ah‖ , (7)
where the contributions from the spin structure function
g2 and, in case of a deuterium target, from the tensor
structure function b1 are negligible [35]. Furthermore,
η =
γy
1− (1− y)  (8)
is a kinematic factor, and
D =
1− (1− y)
1 + R
(9)
accounts for the limited degree of polarization transfer at
the electron–virtual-photon vertex, including the ratio R
of longitudinal-to-transverse cross sections. In this anal-
ysis, R was taken from the R1999 parameterization [36]
for all calculations of Ah1 , which—strictly speaking—is
valid only for inclusive DIS measurements as pointed out
above.
B. Differences from prior analyses
Although the analysis has much in common with
those in prior HERMES publications, several changes are
made, which increase statistical precision and reduce the
systematic uncertainties.
1. Nucleon-polarization correction
The factor fD in Eq. (5) is the ratio of the polarization
of the target nucleon to that of the host nucleus. This
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value is unity for protons, and 0.926 for deuterons due to
the D-state admixture in the deuteron wave function [37].
The application of this correction directly to the asym-
metries differs from the analysis of Ref. [5]. In this prior
publication, the nucleon polarization correction was ap-
plied in a calculation of quark polarizations but not to
the asymmetries themselves.
2. Minimum-z requirement
As in prior analyses, a constraint on the hadron energy-
fraction of z > 0.2 is applied. Only for the two-
dimensional binning performed in x and z, an additional
low-z bin (0.1< z < 0.2) is added, which provides ac-
cess to the kinematic behavior of the asymmetry outside
the region that is typically used to separate current and
target-remnant regions. This bin is omitted, however,
from polynomial fits of Table IV as the fit is intended as
a check in a z range commonly used in global analyses.
3. Minimum-Ph requirement
The hadron momentum range accepted is determined
by the capabilities of the hadron identification apparatus.
For the hydrogen sample, a threshold Cherenkov counter
requires a minimum hadron momentum of 4 GeV in order
to distinguish charged pions from heavier hadrons. For
the deuterium sample the installation of a dual-radiator
ring-imaging Cherenkov detector (RICH) [38] enabled
identification of hadrons with momentum larger than
2 GeV. For historical reasons, prior asymmetry analyses
required the minimum hadron momentum to be the same
for the two targets. This restriction has been relaxed on
the deuterium sample as it unnecessarily removes low-
momentum hadrons.
4. Event-level RICH unfolding
In comparison to prior analyses, the RICH hadron
identification algorithm was improved to reconstruct bet-
ter multi-hadron events [29]. For each event, hit patterns
are produced for each possible combination of hadron hy-
potheses so that the effect of all tracks is taken into ac-
count simultaneously. Previously each hadron track was
identified individually, which increased the probability of
misidentification for cases where Cherenkov rings over-
lapped.
5. Multidimensional unfolding
Event migration due to radiative and detector smear-
ing is corrected for in an unfolding procedure as in the
previous HERMES analyses. The exploration of multidi-
mensional dependences in this analysis required unfold-
ing not only in x but also in the other variables under
study (s. below). However, unlike the case of unfolding of
polarization-independent hadron yields in the measure-
ment of hadron multiplicities [39], which are strongly de-
pendent on the hadron kinematics and which thus re-
quire also unfolding in those variables, the dependence
of longitudinal double-spin asymmetries on hadron kine-
matics in this analysis is weak and the unfolding pro-
cedure is found to be robust against possible model de-
pendence when performed in only those dimensions pre-
sented here, e.g., when the polarization-dependent yields
are integrated over z or Ph⊥.
6. Azimuthal-acceptance correction
The factor Chφ in Eq. (5) is a correction applied to
the semi-inclusive asymmetries that compensates for the
influence of the spectrometer acceptance in the implicit
integration over kinematic variables in the semi-inclusive
yields. It is primarily the integral over φ, which combines
a non-uniform detector acceptance with azimuthal mod-
ulations in the polarization-independent yield, produced,
for example, by the Cahn effect [28], which distorts the
semi-inclusive asymmetries. In practice, the actual asym-
metry that is measured, A˜h‖ , involves a convolution with
an acceptance function ξ(φ), such that
A˜h‖(x,Q
2, z, Ph⊥)
=
∫
dφ σh‖
(
x,Q2, z, Ph⊥, φ
)
ξ(φ)∫
dφ σhUU (x,Q
2, z, Ph⊥, φ) ξ(φ)
. (10)
In order to correct for this effect in the denominator
of the asymmetry, a recent parameterization of the az-
imuthal moments of HERMES unpolarized data [29] was
used. This parameterization was produced by unfolding
unpolarized semi-inclusive yields in all five kinematic de-
grees of freedom simultaneously. The unfolding was con-
ducted simultaneously in 10800 (5x × 5y × 6z × 6Ph⊥ ×
12φ) bins, correcting the measured yields for acceptance
and smearing effects.
The unpolarized correction factor,
Chφ =
Ah‖
A˜h‖
, (11)
is formed by taking the ratio of two Monte Carlo simu-
lated asymmetries computed in acceptance: Ah‖ , which
is generated without azimuthal modulations (e.g., Cahn
and Boer–Mulders effects), and A˜h‖ , which is weighted
event-by-event by the parameterized azimuthal modula-
tion of the polarization-independent cross section [29], to
reproduce the effect of the non-uniform azimuthal accep-
tance. By applying this ratio, the unpolarized denomina-
tor of the measured asymmetry is corrected for azimuthal
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acceptance effects. This correction is typically less than
a few percent, reaching (and occasionally exceeding) 10%
only in the kinematic region of large x.
The polarization-dependent numerator of Eq. (10) is
also subject to possible azimuthal modulations, which
can enter the cross section at subleading twist [16]. Siz-
able subleading-twist effects have in fact been observed in
unpolarized-beam, longitudinally polarized target asym-
metries [40], which underscores the need to proceed with
some caution. As the unbinned yields are limited in
the dataset for a complete five-parameter kinematic un-
folding, a full parameterization of polarization-dependent
modulations is not possible, preventing a correction sim-
ilar to that described for the unpolarized azimuthal ac-
ceptance. In order to address this, but also to access
these additional degrees of freedom in the polarization-
dependent cross section, Ah‖ was unfolded simultaneously
in x and φ. The cosφ and cos 2φ moments of Ah‖ , which
will be presented in Section III C, were found to be con-
sistent with zero.
7. Analytic fits
The two-dimensionally (x-Ph⊥ and x-z) binned
virtual-photon–nucleon asymmetries Ah1 are simultane-
ously fit with polynomial functions in both dimensions.
This has two significant benefits. First, as kinematic
variables are correlated to some degree, fitting provides
a means of separating the underlying kinematic depen-
dences of the asymmetries from kinematic correlations.
Different hypotheses for kinematic dependence can eas-
ily be compared on the basis of their goodness-of-fit. As
an example, a weak though non-vanishing dependence
on Ph⊥ of Ah1 has been suggested by lattice-QCD calcu-
lations [21], which would have to be disentangled from
the much stronger dependence on x. Second, such fits
present a more intuitive picture of the statistical signif-
icance of data for which there are large covariances be-
tween bins. As is the case when a model-independent
radiative and detector-smearing unfolding procedure is
applied, some inflation of the on-diagonal error matrix
elements occurs. While this causes the uncertainties to
appear larger, the effect is compensated for by the sta-
tistical correlations between bins [5, 34]. By presenting a
fit in addition to the data points with their single-bin un-
certainties, the statistical power of the data to constrain
models is also conveyed.
III. RESULTS
A. One- and two-dimensional projections of Ah‖
The leading contribution to the longitudinal double-
spin asymmetry (2) is the azimuthally uniform
Ah‖(x, z, Ph⊥). Traditionally, its collinear version, i.e.,
TABLE III. Bin boundaries used for the various presentations
of Ah||.
one-dimensional binning in x
0.023 – 0.04 – 0.055 – 0.75 – 0.1 – 0.14 – 0.2 – 0.3 – 0.4 – 0.6
two-dimensional binning in x and z
x: 0.023 – 0.055 – 0.1 – 0.6
z: 0.1 – 0.2 – 0.3 – 0.4 – 0.5 – 0.6 – 0.7 – 0.8
two-dimensional binning in x and Ph⊥
x: 0.023 – 0.055 – 0.1 – 0.6
Ph⊥ [GeV]: 0 – 0.15 – 0.3 – 0.4 – 0.5 – 0.6 – 2.0
three-dimensional binning in x, Ph⊥, and z
x: 0.023 – 0.04 – 0.055 – 0.75 – 0.1 – 0.14 – 0.2 – 0.3 – 0.4 – 0.6
Ph⊥ [GeV]: 0 – 0.3 – 0.5 – 2.0
z: 0.2 – 0.35 – 0.5 – 0.8
integrated over Ph⊥, has been presented as a function
of x only as the dependence on z through the spin-
independent fragmentation functions in the numerator
and denominator largely cancels. Nevertheless, further
information on the underlying interplay of parton distri-
bution and fragmentation functions can be obtained by
analyzing the multi-dimensional dependences. They are,
in addition, less prone to potential detector effects that
arise from integration of the numerator and denomina-
tor of Eq. (10) separately over the larger region of phase
space on which the detector acceptance and physics ob-
servable might depend.
In this analysis the polarization-dependent experimen-
tal hadron yields were corrected for radiative and detec-
tor smearing by an unfolding procedure as described in
Ref. [5]. As pointed out already, in contrast to the ear-
lier analysis, unfolding was performed not only in one
dimension, x, but also in two or three dimensions. Due
to limited yields, the binning in the kinematic variables
differs for each of the projections chosen, with the high-
est resolution in x for the one- and three-dimensional
presentations.
The dominating systematic uncertainty stems from the
knowledge of both beam and target polarization, and
amounts to an average relative uncertainty of 6.6% for
the hydrogen and 5.7% for the deuterium data. Contri-
butions to the systematic uncertainties from the RICH as
well as acceptance and smearing unfolding were found to
be substantially smaller than those. Contributions from
the azimuthal-acceptance correction amount up to about
3% at large x while becoming negligible at small x. The
total systematic uncertainty, quoted in the data tables, is
the quadratic sum of all contributions. In the figures they
are added in quadrature to the statistical uncertainty.
In order to produce asymmetries in a fine binning in x,
yields were binned in two dimensions: x and two ranges in
Q2. The low-Q2 bin was added, spanning 0.5 to 1 GeV2,
to allow for a better control of migration of events in
the unfolding procedure. Likewise, the x region of in-
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FIG. 2. The longitudinal double-spin asymmetries Ah‖,N as a function of x with N = p, d denoting the target nucleus and
h = pi±,K± the final-state hadron detected. The inner error bars represent statistical uncertainties while the outer ones
statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature (hardly visible in this figure).
terest was subdivided into nine bins (see Table III), with
again additional “padding” bins at low x. This quasi two-
dimensional binning made it possible to perform kine-
matic unfolding (as described above) in x and Q2 simul-
taneously, which compensated for events that migrated
from one joint x-Q2 bin to another due to QED radiative
corrections or detector smearing.
The resulting x dependence of the asymmetries is pre-
sented for hydrogen and deuterium targets in Fig. 2. The
asymmetries extracted were found to be essentially iden-
tical to those in prior HERMES analyses [5].
The z dependence of fragmentation functions is in prin-
ciple quark-flavor dependent. This can result in an ad-
ditional dependence of Ah‖ on z. Nevertheless, the z-
dependence of longitudinal double-spin asymmetries is a
largely unexplored degree of freedom. This is addressed
in a two-dimensional analysis, in which the unfolding was
performed with a fine z but coarse x binning (see Ta-
ble III). The low-z bin spans the range 0.1 < z < 0.2,
which is excluded from asymmetries that are integrated
over z. The resulting Ah‖(z) is shown for the three x
slices in Fig. 3. No strong dependence on z is visible,
in agreement with results by the COMPASS collabora-
tion for charged-hadron production from longitudinally
polarized deuterons [41, 42].
To better evaluate any potential z dependence, and in
order to avoid, e.g., possible influence of the y depen-
dence of Ah‖ through its kinematic prefactors, A
h
1 was
determined from Ah‖ according to Eq. (7). A set of poly-
nomial functions—one linear in x only, one linear in both
x and z, and one second order in both variables—was
then fit to all 18 data points with correlated uncertain-
ties for each of the resulting Ah1 asymmetries. It was
found that within the precision of the asymmetries, the
goodness-of-fit was not significantly improved by includ-
ing a z dependence. The χ2 values are given in Table IV.
The x-Ph⊥ dependence of Ah‖ is obtained by binning
and unfolding in both of these variables simultaneously
(see Table III), as done for the x-z projection of Ah‖ .
A dependence on the transverse hadron momentum may
arise from different average transverse momenta of quarks
with their spin aligned to the nucleon spin compared to
the case of the spins being anti-aligned. The asymmetries
are presented in Fig. 4 as a function of Ph⊥ for three dis-
joint x ranges. No strong dependence on Ph⊥ is visible,
consistent with the weak dependences reported by the
CLAS [10] and COMPASS [41, 42] collaborations.
In order to evaluate in more detail any potential Ph⊥
dependence, each of the asymmetries was transformed
into a corresponding Ah1 asymmetry and then fit with
a set of polynomial functions as was done for the x–z
dependence—one linear in x only, one linear in both x
and Ph⊥, and second order in both variables. Again, the
goodness-of-fit of these polynomial fit functions, given
in Table V, shows no clear preference for any of the
functional forms used. Figure 5 shows as an example
Api
+
1 (Ph⊥) from deuterons in three x ranges as given in
the different panels. Uncertainty bands are overlaid for
two fits. They are presented to provide a realistic indi-
cation of the model-constraining power of these data.
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FIG. 3. The longitudinal double-spin asymmetries Ah‖,N as a function of z in three different x ranges as labeled, with N = p, d
denoting the target nucleus and h = pi±,K± the final-state hadron detected. Data points for the first x slice are plotted at
their average kinematics, while the ones for the other two x slices are slightly shifted horizontally for better legibility. The inner
error bars represent statistical uncertainties while the outer ones statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature.
TABLE IV. The χ2 values for polynomial fits to the Ah1,N (x, z) data points for each combination of target (N = p, d) and
final-state hadron h, and number of degrees of freedom (NDF ) as indicated. The 0.1 < z < 0.2 bin has been excluded from fits
in order to test for z-dependence in the region commonly used in global analyses. The Chi are the polynomial terms of the fit
functions. Except where clearly over-parameterized, the fit function linear in z yields little improvement over the fit constant
in that variable suggesting little or no z dependence of the asymmetry.
Api
+
1,p A
pi−
1,p A
pi+
1,d A
pi−
1,d A
K+
1,d A
K−
1,d
χ
2 (NDF=16)
Ch1+C
h
2 x
12.6 10.0 13.4 9.1 10.7 26.0
χ
2 (NDF=15)
Ch1+C
h
2 x+C
h
3 z
12.2 6.3 7.2 7.2 10.1 24.8
χ
2 (NDF=12)
Ch1+C
h
2 x+C
h
3 z+C
h
4 x
2+Ch5 z
2+Ch6 xz
10.3 4.5 5.5 4.8 5.8 16.1
B. The semi-inclusive asymmetry binned in three
dimensions
The hadron-tagged longitudinal double-spin asymme-
try binned simultaneously in x, z, and Ph⊥ as measured
by HERMES for hydrogen and deuterium targets are pre-
sented in Figs. 6. The asymmetry is binned in a grid
with nine bins in x, three bins in Ph⊥, and three bins
in z (see Table III), and is plotted as a function of x for
those ranges in z and Ph⊥. The binning was selected to
populate the bins with statistics as uniformly as reason-
able while maintaining a degree of kinematic uniformity
across each bin. Within the precision of the measure-
ments, the asymmetries display no obvious dependence
on the hadron variables. There is possibly an indication
that the non-vanishing asymmetry for pi− from protons
observed in the one-dimensional binning in x (cf. Fig. 2)
is caused to a large extent by low-z pions. This is in line
with expectation considering that disfavored fragmenta-
tion, e.g., fragmentation of quark flavors that are not part
of the valence structure of the hadron produced, is sizable
in that region. As such, pi− production from up quarks—
which carry a large positive asymmetry—may still play
a dominant role in that kinematic region compared to
larger values of z, where disfavored fragmentation will
be more and more suppressed.
These data as well as those of the other asymmetry
results discussed are available as Supplemental Material
[43]. A statistical covariance matrix is also provided,
which describes the uncertainties of the asymmetry in
every kinematic bin as well as the degree of correla-
tion between them, which comes about as a result of
the unfolding process. This complete covariance infor-
mation should be included in any derivative calculation
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FIG. 4. The longitudinal double-spin asymmetries Ah‖,N as a function of Ph⊥ in three different x ranges as labeled, with
N = p, d denoting the target nucleus and h = pi±,K± the final-state hadron detected. Data points for the first x slice are
plotted at their average kinematics, while the ones for the other two x slices are slightly shifted horizontally for better legibility.
The inner error bars represent statistical uncertainties while the outer ones statistical and systematic uncertainties added in
quadrature.
TABLE V. The χ2 values for polynomial fits to the Ah1,N (x, Ph⊥) data points for each combination of target (N = p, d) and
final-state hadron h, and number of degrees of freedom as indicated. The Chi are the polynomial terms of the fit functions. The
fit function linear in Ph⊥ yields little improvement over the fit constant in that variable suggesting little or no Ph⊥ dependence
of the asymmetry within the statistical precision of the data.
Api
+
1,p A
pi−
1,p A
pi+
1,d A
pi−
1,d A
K+
1,d A
K−
1,d
χ
2 (NDF=16)
Ch1+C
h
2 x
12.7 14.0 33.7 22.9 16.0 24.4
χ
2 (NDF=15)
Ch1+C
h
2 x+C
h
3 Ph⊥
12.7 13.9 31.9 20.6 16.0 23.6
χ
2 (NDF=12)
Ch1+C
h
2 x+C
h
3 Ph⊥+C
h
4 x
2+Ch5 P
2
h⊥+C
h
6 xPh⊥
8.5 5.1 29.7 12.0 12.2 18.7
as omitting it—that is using the single-bin uncertainties
alone—underestimates the statistical significance of these
data. These three-dimensionally binned asymmetries are
the most complete, unintegrated, longitudinally polar-
ized double-spin dataset to date.
C. Azimuthal asymmetries
As described in the introduction, azimuthal moments
of asymmetries are potentially sensitive to unique com-
binations of distribution and fragmentation functions,
a number of which vanish when integrated over semi-
inclusive kinematic parameters.
For each hadron and target combination, the asymme-
try is divided into 10 φ bins and fit with an azimuthally
periodic function in each of either 2 x × 5 z-bins, 2 x ×
5 Ph⊥-bins, or 2 z × 5 x-bins as detailed in Table VI.
The functional form used included constant, cosφ, and
TABLE VI. Bin boundaries used for the various projections
of Ah,cosφLL .
x binning z binning
0.023 – 0.1 – 0.6 0.2 – 0.32 – 0.44 – 0.56 –0.68 – 0.8
x binning Ph⊥[ GeV] binning
0.023 – 0.1 – 0.6 0 – 0.3 – 0.4 – 0.5 –0.6 – 2
z binning x binning
0.2 – 0.4 – 0.6 0.023 – 0.04 – 0.055 – 0.075 – 0.14 – 0.6
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FIG. 5. Api
+
1,d shown for three separate ranges in x with the
1σ uncertainty bands of two analytic fits. One fit is linear in
x only (dashed line) and one is a second-order polynomial in
both x and Ph⊥ (full line). These fits are intended to con-
vey the statistical significance of the dataset which includes
significant bin-to-bin correlations. As can be seen by the χ2
values in Table V the data do not favor any of the functional
forms studied.
cos 2φ terms. Each of these cosine moments is found to be
consistent with zero. (A similar result was obtained for
unidentified hadrons for deuteron data from the COM-
PASS experiment [41, 42].) The Ph⊥ projections of the
cosφ moments for charged pions for each target, as well
as for charged kaons in case of a deuterium target are
presented in Fig. 7. All other projections of the cosφ
moments are included in the data tables in [43], includ-
ing the statistically more precise results for unidentified
hadrons.4
A vanishing cos 2φ asymmetry as found here can be
expected because in the one-photon-exchange approxi-
mation there is no Ah,cos 2φLL contribution to the cross
section [cf. Eq. (1)] and thus a non-zero Ah,cos 2φ‖ can
4 Note that here and in the later discussed hadron charge-difference
asymmetry the momentum requirement for unidentified hadrons
is relaxed to Ph > 0.5 GeV.
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FIG. 6. Ah‖,N (x, z, Ph⊥) as a function of x in three different
z ranges and three different Ph⊥ ranges as labeled (see Ta-
ble III for details), with N = p, d denoting the target nucleus
and h = pi±,K± the final-state hadron detected. Data points
for the second Ph⊥ slice are plotted at their average kinemat-
ics, while the ones for the remaining Ph⊥ slices are slightly
shifted horizontally for better legibility. The inner error bars
represent statistical uncertainties while the outer ones statis-
tical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature.
arise in this approximation only through the very small
transverse component of the target-spin vector in a con-
figuration where the target is polarized along the beam
direction [18].
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FIG. 7. Ah,cosφ‖ (Ph⊥) in two x ranges for charged pions (and kaons) from protons (deuterons) as labelled. The inner error
bars represent statistical uncertainties while the outer ones statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. Data
points for the first x slice are plotted at their average kinematics, while the ones for the second x slice are slightly shifted
horizontally for better legibility.
D. The hadron charge-difference asymmetry
The hadron charge-difference asymmetry
Ah
+−h−
1 (x) ≡
(
σh
+
1/2 − σh
−
1/2
)
−
(
σh
+
3/2 − σh
−
3/2
)
(
σh
+
1/2 − σh
−
1/2
)
+
(
σh
+
3/2 − σh
−
3/2
) (12)
provides additional spin-structure information and is
not trivially constructible from the simple semi-inclusive
asymmetries. The difference asymmetries for pions from
the hydrogen target and pions, kaons, and undifferen-
tiated hadrons from the deuterium target are shown in
Fig. 8, together with results from the COMPASS Collab-
oration for unidentified hadrons from a 6LiD target [6].
A feature that might be unexpected is that the uncer-
tainties for the kaon asymmetry are considerably smaller
than those on the pion asymmetry despite the smaller
sample size. This is a result of the larger difference be-
tween yields of charged kaons compared to that of the
charged pions (as K− shares no valence quarks with the
target), which causes a significantly larger denominator
of Eq. (12).
Under the assumption of leading-order (LO), leading-
twist (LT) QCD, and charge-conjugation symmetry of
the fragmentation functions, i.e.,
Dq→h
+
1 = D
q¯→h−
1 , (13)
the difference asymmetry on the deuteron may be
equated to a certain combination of parton distribu-
tions [32]:
Ah
+−h−
1,d
LO LT
=
guv1 + g
dv
1
fuv1 + f
dv
1
. (14)
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FIG. 8. Hadron charge-difference asymmetries for pions
from the hydrogen target and pions, kaons, and all hadrons
from the deuterium target. Error bars represent statistical
uncertainties. Systematic uncertainties are given as bands.
Data from COMPASS [6] for undifferentiated hadrons using
a 6LiD target are also shown.
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FIG. 9. Helicity distributions for valence quarks computed
using pion charge-difference asymmetries and Eqs. (14) and
(16) compared with valence-quark densities (as indicated)
computed from the HERMES purity extraction [5]. Error
bars represent statistical uncertainties. Systematic uncer-
tainties from the difference-asymmetry (purity) extraction are
shown as filled (open) bands.
Here, fqv1 ≡ fq1 − f q¯1 (gqv1 ≡ gq1 − gq¯1) is the polarization-
averaged (helicity) valence-quark distribution of the pro-
ton, and “LO LT” is a reminder of the assumptions men-
tioned previously. This is equivalent to assuming a well
differentiated current and target region; a scenario in
which the struck quark has no memory of the hadron
variety to which it previously belonged.
By further assuming isospin symmetry in fragmenta-
tion, that is
Du→pi
+
1 = D
d→pi−
1 and D
u→pi−
1 = D
d→pi+
1 , (15)
a second valence-quark expression using charge-difference
asymmetries from a hydrogen target is given by
Ah
+−h−
1,p
LO LT
=
4guv1 − gdv1
4fuv1 − fdv1
. (16)
It follows that the charge-difference asymmetries
should be independent of the hadron type, a feature con-
sistent with the results shown in Fig. 8. Valence-quark
helicity densities computed using Eqs. (14) and (16) are
presented in Fig. 9 alongside the same quantities com-
puted from the previous HERMES purity extraction [5].
The results are largely consistent using two methods that
have very different and quite complementary model as-
sumptions. Whereas the method presented here depends
on leading-order and leading-twist assumptions to pro-
vide the clean factorization, which ensures that fragmen-
tation can proceed without memory of the target con-
figuration, the purity method depends on a fragmenta-
tion model subject to its own uncertainties related to
the model tune and the believability of its phenomeno-
logically motivated dynamics. The lack of dependence
on hadron type of the charge-difference asymmetries and
the consistency of the derived valence-quark helicity dis-
tributions with the results of the purity analysis suggest
that there is no significant deviation from the factoriza-
tion hypothesis.
IV. CONCLUSION
Several longitudinal double-spin asymmetries in semi-
inclusive deep-inelastic scattering have been presented.
They extend the analysis of the previous HERMES
publications to include also transverse-momentum de-
pendence. Within the precision of the measurements,
the virtual-photon–nucleon asymmetries Ah1 (x, z) and
Ah1 (x, Ph⊥) display no significant dependence on the
hadron variables. Azimuthal moments, Ah,cosφ‖ , are
found to be consistent with zero. The hadron charge-
difference asymmetry Ah
+−h−
1 (x) yields valence-quark
helicity densities consistent with the result of the prior
HERMES purity extraction. A common thread among
these results is that within the available statistical preci-
sion the longitudinal sector shows no deviation from the
leading-order, leading-twist assumption. In addition to
this interpretation, these data are expected to provide an
essentially model-independent constraint for theory and
parameterization as they provide the first ever longitudi-
nal double-spin semi-inclusive dataset binned in as many
as three kinematic variables simultaneously. They point
the way to future precision tests of models of nucleon
structure that go beyond a collinear framework.
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